A Computer Aided Breast Cancer Diagnosis System Based on Shearlet Moments
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In this paper, a computer aided breast cancer diagnosis system using Non sub-sampled Shearlet Transform (NSST) is proposed. A two-step approach is developed to classify the given mammogram. At first, the given mammogram is classified into abnormal or normal followed by the classification of abnormal severity into either malignant or benign using support vector machine classifier. The proposed approach uses shearlet moments to classify the digital mammograms. From the shearlet coefficients, up to 4th order moments are computed. The results shows that the method based on shearlet moments is very robust over other multiresolutional analysis such as wavelet and curvelet transform. Also, it presents an excellent classification rate of over 90% for all considered cases.
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Breast cancer is the most dangerous and commonest cancer among the woman. Over 11% women get affected during their life span. A report from WHO’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) says that one million breast cancer cases will happen worldwide annually and 0.4 million women die every year by breast cancer¹. Among the various screening techniques available for breast cancer, digital mammogram by X-ray is the cheapest and best screening technique.

A computer aided classification of masses on mammograms by processing angle based and texture based features is shown in². The features are assessed dependent upon gray level co-occurrence matrices for the classification of mammographic masses as benevolent or malignant. Mass lesions detection is actualized dependent upon an edge based threshold specialist methodology for the mass segmentation. From the ROI, twelve features are extracted and the classification is performed by method for an artificial neural network³. The questionable matter propagation through tumor masses classification framework connected in the context of mammographic images. The framework incorporates masses segmentation, features extraction and determination, and masses classification. Gullible Bayes classifier permits appointing the probability of being malignant or of being favourable to each one located mass, beginning from the qualities of the positioned features⁴.

Mammogram textures might be displayed by a mixture of Gaussian distributions (GMM)⁵. The two layer architecture first gathers low level rotation invariant textural features at distinctive scales and after that takes in idle textural primitives from the gathered features by GMM. Bosom cancer images are arranged into amiable and malignant classes dependent upon Trace transform functional⁶. Follow transforms are a generalization of the radon transform where the transform
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calculates functional of the picture along lines following through its pixels. New sort of classifier joining an unsupervised dependent upon an adaptive resonance theory and a managed dependent upon linear discriminant classifier model for the order of malignant and kindhearted masses on mammograms is clarified in\textsuperscript{7}.

Multi parameter methodology dependent upon non Rayleigh statistics for bosom masses in ultrasonic B-scan picture classification is illustrated in\textsuperscript{8}. These parameters are evaluated from the site of the mass and from the boundary. Each of these parameters showed a sensible capability to separate benign and malignant masses. Another gathering method for the classification of masses in digital mammograms dependent upon neural networks with variable concealed neurons which are consolidated with hierarchical fusion is displayed in\textsuperscript{9}.

A strategy to order borders of microcalcifications as smooth and rough by utilizing the wavelet transforms is displayed in\textsuperscript{10}. It comprises of four segments, the picture is standardized by promptly preparing, and its resolution is changed. At that point border enhancement system is connected. The low-frequency sub-band of the picture is evacuated, and the picture is recreated to the space domain with just its high frequency segments. At last the district growing algorithm is utilized to discover every conceivable microcalcification in the ensuing picture. Machine aided diagnosis framework for the programmed detection of clustered microcalcifications in digitized mammograms is displayed in\textsuperscript{11}. It comprises of two significant steps, which are segmentation of potential microcalcification pixels and detection of singular microcalcification items utilizing feature extraction and example classification strategies.

Microcalcification (MC) detection in advanced mammogram dependent upon Support Vector Machine (SVM) is illustrated in\textsuperscript{12}. SVM is prepared through directed figuring out how to group every area in the picture as is there MC present or MC missing. The different machine taking in methods, for example, SVM, kernel Fisher discriminant (KFD), and relevance vector machine (RVM), and advisory group machines are acknowledged for the grouping of malignant and favourable clustered microcalcifications in\textsuperscript{13}. A methodology for MC detection is illustrated in\textsuperscript{14} by utilizing relevance vector machine (RVM) in advanced mammograms. MC is identified at every pixel area in the computerized mammogram and an input vector is extracted to depict its encompassing picture feature. This feature is connected to two steps RVM classifier.

The texture property of tissue encompassing microcalcification (MC) clusters on mammograms for breast cancer diagnosis is illustrated in\textsuperscript{15}. At first, images are pre-processed utilizing a wavelet based spatially adaptive method and wavelet and texture features are extracted. The extracted feature sets are thought about by method for their capability in discriminating malignant from benign tissue utilizing a PNN classifier. Discrete shearlet Transform based microcalcification order framework is exhibited in\textsuperscript{16}. It utilizes energies extracted from the decomposed images and closest neighbour classifier for the grouping. The same features are broke down for the grouping of, mass in\textsuperscript{17}.

In this paper, breast cancer diagnosis system through computer aided design using Non sub sampled Shearlet Transform (NSST) is proposed. The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the methodology used in the system; NSST and SVM in a concise manner. Section 3 describes the experimental work and the obtained results are discussed in section 4. Section 5 includes the conclusion.

**METHODOLOGY**

In this study, the classification of breast cancer starts with extracting the suspicious regions such as microcalcification and mass based on the information provided by the MIAS database. Each extracted regions are passed through NSST with a predefined decomposition level. From the decomposed mammograms, the statistical moments of NSST coefficients are computed as features and are given to the SVM classifier. The first level classification makes a decision of the suspicious region as normal/abnormal and the second level determines the severity into benign/malignant.

**Discrete Shearlet Transform**

The proposed breast cancer classification system is based on discrete shearlet transform developed by Glenn Easley.et.\textsuperscript{al.}.\textsuperscript{18}. The
decomposition procedure for an image is as follows: An image consists of a finite sequence of values, \( \{ x[n_1, n_2] \} \) where \( N \in \mathbb{N} \).

Identifying the domain with the finite group \( \mathbb{G} = \mathbb{N} \), the inner product of image \( \mathbb{G} \) is defined as:

\[
(x, y) = \sum_{u=0}^{N-1} \sum_{v=0}^{N-1} x(u, v) y(u, v)
\]  

Thus the discrete analog of \( L^2(\mathbb{R}^2) \) is \( L^2(\mathbb{N}^2) \). Given an image \( f \in L^2(\mathbb{G}) \), let \( \hat{f}[k_1, k_2] \) denote its 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT):

\[
\hat{f}[k_1, k_2] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n_1=0}^{N-1} \sum_{n_2=0}^{N-1} f[n_1, n_2] e^{-2\pi i \left( \frac{n_1 k_1}{N} + \frac{n_2 k_2}{N} \right)}
\]  

The brackets in the equations \([z]\) denote arrays of indices, and parentheses \((z)\) denote function evaluations. Then the interpretation of the numbers \( \hat{f}[k_1, k_2] \) as samples \( \hat{f}[k_1, k_2] = \hat{f}(k_1, k_2) \) is given by the following equation from the trigonometric polynomial.

\[
\hat{f}[\xi_1, \xi_2] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n_1=0}^{N-1} \sum_{n_2=0}^{N-1} f[n_1, n_2] e^{-2\pi i \left( \frac{n_1 \xi_1}{N} + \frac{n_2 \xi_2}{N} \right)}
\]  

First, to compute:

\[
\hat{f}(\xi_1, \xi_2) \mathcal{V}(2^{-j_1} \xi_1, 2^{-j_2} \xi_2)
\]  

In the discrete domain, at the resolution level \( j \), the Laplacian pyramid algorithm is implemented in the time domain. This will accomplish the multi scale partition by decomposing \( \hat{f}^{j-1}[n_1, n_2], 0 \leq n_1, n_2 < N_j - 1 \), into a low pass filtered image \( \hat{f}_d^{j-1}[n_1, n_2] \), and a high pass filtered image \( \hat{f}_h^{j-1}[n_1, n_2] \).

Thus, \( \hat{f}_d^{j-1}[n_1, n_2] \) are the discrete samples of a function \( f_d^{j-1}(n_1, n_2) \), whose Fourier transform is \( \hat{f}_d^{j-1}(\xi_1, \xi_2) \). In order to obtain the directional localization the DFT on the pseudo-polar grid is computed, and then one-dimensional band-pass filter is applied to the components of the signal with respect to this grid. More precisely, the definition of the pseudo-polar co-ordinates \((u, v)\) as follows:

\[
(u, v) = \left( \frac{\xi_1}{\xi_2}, \frac{\xi_2}{\xi_1} \right), \text{ if } (\xi_1, \xi_2) \in D_0
\]

\[
(u, v) = \left( \frac{\xi_1}{2 \xi_2}, \frac{\xi_2}{2 \xi_1} \right), \text{ if } (\xi_1, \xi_2) \in D_1
\]

After performing this change of co-ordinates, is obtained and for \( i = 1, 2, ..., 2^{j_1}-1 \):

\[
\hat{f}(\xi_1, \xi_2) \mathcal{V}(2^{-j_1} \xi_1, 2^{-j_2} \xi_2)
\]

This expression shows that the different directional components are obtained by simply translating the window function (The discrete samples are the values of the DFT of on a pseudo-polar grid. That is, the samples in the frequency domain are taken not on a Cartesian grid, but along lines across the origin at various slopes. This has been recently referred to as the pseudo-polar grid. One may obtain the discrete Frequency values of on the pseudo-polar grid by direct extraction using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with complexity by using the Pseudo-polar DFT (PDFT).

**SVM Classifier**

Support vector machines (SVMs) are a situated of related administered taking in strategies that examine data and distinguish examples, utilized for classification and regression dissection.
standard SVM is a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier, i.e. it predicts, for every given input, which of two conceivable classes the input is a part of. A classification errand typically includes with preparing and testing data which comprises of some data cases. Each one case in the preparation set holds one “target value” (class marks) and a few “attributes” (characteristics) [19]. SVM has an additional point of interest of programmed model choice as in both the ideal number and areas of the groundwork capacities are naturally gotten throughout preparing. The execution of SVM to a great extent relies on upon the kernel.

SVM is essentially a linear learning machine. For the input training sample set

\[(x_i, y_i), i = 1 \ldots n, x \in \mathbb{R}^n, y \in \{1, -1\}\]  

...(9)

Let the classification hyper plane equation is to be

\[(\mathbf{w}, x) + b = 0\]  

...(10)

Thus the classification margin is . To maximize the margin, that is to minimize, the optimal hyperplane problem is transformed to quadratic programming problem as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\mathbf{w}, b} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \|\mathbf{w}\|^2 \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad y_i (\mathbf{w}, x) + b \geq 1, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]

...(11)

After introduction of Lagrange multiplier, the dual problem is given by,

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{\alpha} & \quad Q(\alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_i \alpha_j y_i y_j x_i^T x_j \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i = 0, \quad \alpha_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]

...(12)

According to Kuhn-Tucker rules, the optimal solution must satisfy

\[
\alpha_i \left( y_i (\mathbf{w}, x_i) + b \right) - 1 - 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n
\]

...(13)

### Table 1. MIAS database images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>#total images</th>
<th>#benign cases</th>
<th>#malignant cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro calcification</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumscribed masses</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculated masses</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ill-defined masses</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural distortion</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry lesion</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Classification Accuracy Rates of Normal And Abnormal Cases By Shearlet Moments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Directions</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th></th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>77.14</td>
<td>64.35</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65.22</td>
<td>77.14</td>
<td>68.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60.87</td>
<td>84.29</td>
<td>66.96</td>
<td>87.14</td>
<td>69.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>66.96</td>
<td>88.57</td>
<td>85.22</td>
<td>91.43</td>
<td>92.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>86.96</td>
<td>84.29</td>
<td>86.96</td>
<td>84.29</td>
<td>86.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>87.14</td>
<td>86.09</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td>81.74</td>
<td>81.43</td>
<td>83.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>81.43</td>
<td>84.35</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86.96</td>
<td>87.14</td>
<td>85.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That is to say if the option solution is
\[ \alpha^* = (\alpha_1^*, \alpha_2^*, \ldots, \alpha_n^*)^T \]
\[ i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]
\[ \ldots (14) \]

Then
\[ w^* = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i^* y_i \phi_i \]
\[ \ldots (15) \]

For every training sample point, there is a corresponding Lagrange multiplier. And the sample points that are corresponding to don’t contribute to solve the classification hyper plane while the other points that are corresponding to do, so it is called support vectors. Hence the optimal hyperplane equation is given by,
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i^* y_i (x_i \cdot x) = b = 0 \]
\[ \ldots (16) \]

The hard classifier is then,

---

**Table 3.** Classification accuracy rates of normal and abnormal cases by wavelet and curvelet moments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Classification rate (%)</th>
<th>Wavelet</th>
<th>Curvelet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>db8</td>
<td>sym8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td>68.70</td>
<td>81.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>87.14</td>
<td>64.35</td>
<td>72.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>73.04</td>
<td>82.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>84.29</td>
<td>76.52</td>
<td>87.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>81.43</td>
<td>78.26</td>
<td>85.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 4.** Classification Accuracy Rates of Benign And Malignant Cases Using Shearlet Moments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directions</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Classification rate (%)</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Classification rate (%)</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Classification rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Malignant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>53.12</td>
<td>64.70</td>
<td>51.56</td>
<td>68.62</td>
<td>60.93</td>
<td>68.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>54.68</td>
<td>78.43</td>
<td>71.87</td>
<td>74.50</td>
<td>76.56</td>
<td>76.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>76.56</td>
<td>86.27</td>
<td>95.31</td>
<td>90.19</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>88.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>80.39</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>78.43</td>
<td>89.06</td>
<td>80.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>80.39</td>
<td>82.81</td>
<td>76.47</td>
<td>82.81</td>
<td>82.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>80.39</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>78.43</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>82.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 5.** Classification accuracy rates of benign and malignant cases using wavelet and curvelet moments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Classification rate (%)</th>
<th>Wavelet</th>
<th>Curvelet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>db8</td>
<td>sym8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>59.38</td>
<td>64.71</td>
<td>70.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>67.47</td>
<td>72.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sym8</td>
<td>bior3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>67.43</td>
<td>71.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>71.25</td>
<td>67.43</td>
<td>82.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bior3.7</td>
<td>Curvelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>65.63</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>65.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>54.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>76.47</td>
<td>78.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>80.39</td>
<td>81.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>72.55</td>
<td>82.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>93.75</td>
<td>76.47</td>
<td>89.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For nonlinear situation, SVM constructs an optimal separating hyperplane in the high dimensional space by introducing kernel function hence the nonlinear SVM is given by,

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\alpha} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_i y_j K(x_i, x_j) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i = 0, \quad 0 < \alpha_i < C, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]  

...(18)

And its dual problem is given by,

\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \alpha_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_i y_j \alpha_i \alpha_j K(x_i, x_j) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \alpha_i > 0, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\end{align*}
\]  

...(19)

Thus the optimal hyperplane equation is determined by the solution to the optimal problem.

EXPERIMENTAL

Database

In this study, Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database is selected for performance analysis as it is commonly used for similar research work. Also it includes various cases of abnormality. The distribution of different cases available in MIAS database is shown in Table 1. There are 322 mammogram images of left and right breast acquired from 161 patients. As the main objective of the proposed approach is to detect the abnormal severity into benign or malignant, all the benign (64 images) and malignant images (51 images) are considered for this study irrespective of the type of abnormalities. From the vast number of normal images in the database, only 70 images are considered and are randomly chosen.

Feature Extraction

As the classifier accuracy heavily depends on the extracted features, the main functional step in any classification system is feature extraction. In the proposed approach, Non sub sampled Shearlet Transform (NSST) is used to extract the features from the mammograms. The main reason to use NSST is that its advanced directional sensitivity over discrete wavelet transforms and of various shapes. Also, it is very effective in signals that contain distributed discontinuities such as edges in comparison with wavelets. The proposed mammogram classification system based on NSST is shown in Figure 1.

The proposed approach aims at distinguishing between the normal and abnormal mammogram images and determining the abnormalities into either benign or malignant. In order to tackle these analyses, a two phase integrated analysis is developed. In the first phase, the given mammogram image is analyzed for the abnormalities that exists in the given mammogram based on the features extracted from the NSST transformed image. As NSST is a multi-scale directional representation of an image, it produces high dimensional data i.e., huge number of shearlet coefficients which depends on the decomposition level and number of directions. In the feature extraction stage, the shearlet coefficients are processed in order to extract a feature set with compact representation of that image. This can be achieved by taking the statistical parameters from the shearlet coefficients.

Glenn Easley et.al. stated that the shearlet coefficients can be modeled as generalized Gaussian distributions. The close relationship of Gaussian models with variance, entropy and energies guide the use of lower order moments as important features. Also, the high order moments are employed to consider the unknown
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**Fig. 2.** Maximum Classification Accuracy Obtained For the Classification Of Normal And Abnormal Cases
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**Fig. 3.** Maximum Classification Accuracy Obtained For the Classification Of Benign and Malignant Cases
distributions of shearlet coefficients. Hence, the shearlet moments of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th order are used as features. In the second phase, the same shearlet moments are used for the classification of abnormal severity into either benign or malignant. The extracted features for the decomposed image $I$ are as follows:

\[ \mu_s = \frac{1}{RC} \sum_{i=1}^{R} \sum_{j=1}^{C} I_s(i,j) \]  

\[ \sigma_s = \frac{1}{RC} \sum_{i=1}^{R} \sum_{j=1}^{C} (I_s(i,j) - \mu_s)^2 \]  

\[ \gamma_s = \frac{1}{RC} \sum_{i=1}^{R} \sum_{j=1}^{C} \left[ \frac{I_s(i,j) - E_s}{\sigma_s} \right]^3 \]  

\[ k_s = \frac{1}{RC} \sum_{i=1}^{R} \sum_{j=1}^{C} \left[ \frac{I_s(i,j) - E_s}{\sigma_s} \right]^4 - 3 \]

where $I_s$ is the $s^{th}$ sub-band of the decomposed image $I$, $R$ and $C$ is the height and width of the corresponding sub-band. In this study, the extracted shearlet moments are fed into SVM classifier for classification in each phase. The first phase SVM classifier is trained by using normal and abnormal shearlet moments and the second phase SVM classifier is trained by using benign and malignant shearlet moments of training mammogram images. If the classified output of the first phase SVM classifier for an unknown mammogram is abnormal then the second phase SVM classifier is triggered to classify the abnormal severity into benign or malignant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first step in the proposed integrated approach for breast cancer classification based on NSST is to test the unknown image which is to be classified as normal or abnormal. The obtained classification accuracy of normal vs. abnormal cases is shown in Table 2. As NSST is multi-scale directional representation, the proposed approach is tested up to 4th level of decomposition with maximum of 64 directions. The proposed approach considers 64 benign, 51 malignant and randomly selected 70 normal images for evaluation. In order to decrease mortality due to breast cancer, an efficient and accurate classification system is required to detect breast cancer earlier. To design such a system, only two-class problem is considered. Hence in the first step, the benign and malignant images are grouped and marked as abnormal cases and in total 115 images. The SVM classifier is trained by using 2/3rd of images in each category.

Table 2 illustrated that the maximum average classification accuracy achieved for the first step of the proposed approach is 91.8% at 4th level decomposition and 8 directions. In order to compare the effectiveness of NSST over wavelet and curvelet transform, the proposed moments are extracted using wavelet and curvelet coefficients and classification accuracy is evaluated and tabulated in Table 3. The maximum accuracy achieved by curvelet transform is 88.35% while the maximum average accuracy obtained by three wavelet functions such as db8, bior3.7 and sym8 is 86.61%. The maximum average classification accuracy achieved by the first step is shown in Figure 2.

The abnormalities detected in the first step of the proposed approach are again classified into their abnormal severity as benign or malignant for better treatment. Table 4 lists the maximum average classification accuracy achieved by the proposed approach. For shearlet moments, the average classification accuracy obtained is 92.75% at 3rd level decomposition with 8 directions. For curvelet and wavelet moments, the maximum accuracy obtained is 87.09% and 85.71% respectively.

The results suggest that the shearlet moments perform better than wavelet and curvelet moments. Also, the curvelet moments are better than wavelet moments as it captures the multidimensional features in wedges. The maximum average classification accuracy achieved for the second step of the proposed approach is shown in Fig 3.
CONCLUSION

An efficient approach for breast cancer diagnosis based on NSST and SVM classifier is presented. NSST at different scales and directions is used to decompose the given mammogram for feature extraction, then extracting the shearlet moments from the decomposed image as features. The effectiveness of the proposed system is analyzed on MIAS database images and compared to wavelet and curvelet based moments. The obtained maximum classification rate using shearlet moments for normal and abnormal is 91.8% and 92.75% for benign and malignant cases. The comparative study with curvelet and wavelet shows that the shearlet moments yield higher classification accuracy than wavelet and curvelet moments.
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